Have you ever been on social media and seen something that seems hurtful? No one wants to see that in their feed. Many social media platforms, like Facebook and Twitter/X, try to moderate harmful content. They have computer programs or use trained people to remove hurtful posts. Hate speech is one common type of harmful content that often gets removed. Hate speech targets an individual or a group of people. Toxic words are used and the intent is to hurt the target. Toxic words are usually based on things like race, religion, ethnicity, disability, sexual orientation, or gender.

Unfortunately, newer forms of harmful content are spreading on social media. One example is fear speech. This is when someone uses words to create fear about a group of people. Fear speech uses a series of logical arguments to create fear. It doesn't use toxic words like hate speech does. Sometimes fear speech can even encourage violence in the real world. Fear speech is much harder than hate speech to recognize. This makes it hard to moderate on social media.

We wanted to know how common fear speech is on social media. So we created a model to identify fear speech and hate speech from 21 million social media posts. Then we examined things like how connected users were, how they interacted with people who didn't post hurtful things, and the characteristics of their posts. We found that users who post a lot of fear speech are more connected to others. Fear speech posts also have a lot more activity than hate speech posts. This could contribute to the spread of fear speech on social media.

Abstract

Are you on social media? There are lots of fun things on social media, but there are also some bad things. Social media platforms try to manage hurtful content like hate speech. But there are other types of hurtful content that are harder to manage. One of these is fear speech. This is when people use words to create fear about a group.

We wanted to know how common fear speech is on social media. So we created a model to identify fear speech and hate speech from 21 million social media posts. Then we examined things like how connected users were, how they interacted with people who didn't post hurtful things, and the characteristics of their posts. We found that users who post a lot of fear speech are more connected to others. Fear speech posts also have a lot more activity than hate speech posts. This could contribute to the spread of fear speech on social media.

Introduction

Have you ever been on social media and seen something that seems hurtful? No one wants to see that in their feed. Many social media platforms, like Facebook and Twitter/X, try to moderate harmful content. They have computer programs or use trained people to remove hurtful posts.

Hate speech is one common type of harmful content that often gets removed. Hate speech targets an individual or a group of people. Toxic words are used and the intent is to hurt the target. Toxic words are usually based on things like race, religion, ethnicity, disability, sexual orientation, or gender.

Unfortunately, newer forms of harmful content are spreading on social media. One example is fear speech. This is when someone uses words to create fear about a group of people. Fear speech uses a series of logical arguments to create fear. It doesn't use toxic words like hate speech does. Sometimes fear speech can even encourage violence in the real world. Fear speech is much harder than hate speech to recognize. This makes it hard to moderate on social media.

We wanted to know how common fear speech is on social media. We also wanted to know more about how it spreads. Anything we can learn will help us moderate social media better. This will make social media a safer place for everyone.
Methods

We created a dataset of posts from Gab.com from October 2016–July 2018. Gab.com is a social media platform that doesn’t moderate harmful content very much. We used 4 experts and 103 crowdsourced workers to classify 10,000 posts. We labeled them as fear speech, hate speech, or normal speech. We then used these results to develop a model to classify the 21 million posts in our dataset.

We used the data to investigate:

- **Extreme users**: We calculated how many users (top 10%) posted the most fear speech and hate speech. We called them extreme users. We then looked at the number of followers they had and how many people were following them.

- Interactions between extreme and normal users: We looked at how many normal followers the extreme users had. We used a subset of normal users to look at how often they received and reposted material from extreme users.

- Believability of posts: We used crowdsourced judges to read pairs of fear speech and hate speech posts. We then asked which post they believed more.

- Activity on posts: We looked at hashtags, URL use, likes, replies, and reposts of fear and hate speech posts.

Finally, we used our model to look at more than 4 million tweets on Twitter between 2016 and 2022. We also used our model to look at almost 200,000 posts from Facebook over the same time.

Results

We identified 476 extreme fear users and 478 extreme hate users. We found the extreme fear users have more total and normal users following them than extreme hate users do. They also follow more total people (Fig. 1). We saw that normal users received fewer posts from extreme fear users than extreme hate users. But they reposted more of what they received from extreme fear users.

We found that fear speech posts were more believable than hate speech posts. This is true even though fear speech posts often had unconfirmed information in them or fake URLs. We found that fear speech posts adopted hashtags from normal users faster than hate speech posts. We also saw that posts by extreme fear users got more likes, replies, and reposts than posts from extreme hate users.

Finally, we found that about 10% of Twitter posts and 4% of Facebook posts contained fear speech (Fig. 2). Both platforms had low levels of hate speech.

Compare the number of followers extreme users have. Based on this, do you think fear speech or hate speech is likely to spread more quickly?

Please see Figure 2 on Page 3
Conclusion

We use social media for a lot of things. We use it to keep in touch with people, to get our news, to shop…and sometimes just to watch cat videos! Unfortunately, some people use social media to post hurtful things. You can help make social media a safer place for everyone by:

- Learning about the difference between hate speech and fear speech and how to recognize them. You can teach your friends, too!
- Reporting harmful or hurtful posts to social media moderators or telling trusted adults.
- Recognizing that not everything on social media is true. Make sure to check your sources and be aware of misinformation.

Fear speech is a common occurrence on social media. Extreme fear users are better connected than extreme hate users. They also engage with normal users more. Normal users are more likely to repost things from extreme fear users. This is because fear speech is more believable than hate speech. Fear speech uses arguments and misinformation in subtle ways that create fear. It is possible that these types of posts could cause violence in the real world. The danger is that fear speech seems to spread more quickly than hate speech through social media.

Unfortunately, fear speech will be hard to moderate or ban from social media. There are no toxic words for computer programs to recognize. And people need to be trained to recognize fear speech. We have several suggestions to help decrease the impact of fear speech on social media.

1. Educate social media users about what fear speech is and how to recognize it.
2. Check the information in fear speech posts. Learn how to recognize exaggerated arguments and false information.
3. Practice making arguments to oppose fear speech posts. These should focus on reducing potential violence.

Discussion

Fear speech is a common occurrence on social media. Extreme fear users are better connected than extreme hate users. They also engage with normal users more. Normal users are more likely to repost things from extreme fear users. This is because fear speech is more believable than hate speech. Fear speech uses arguments and misinformation in subtle ways that create fear. It is possible that these types of posts could cause violence in the real world. The danger is that fear speech seems to spread more quickly than hate speech through social media.

Unfortunately, fear speech will be hard to moderate or ban from social media. There are no toxic words for computer programs to recognize. And people need to be trained to recognize fear speech. We have several suggestions to help decrease the impact of fear speech on social media.

1. Educate social media users about what fear speech is and how to recognize it.
2. Check the information in fear speech posts. Learn how to recognize exaggerated arguments and false information.
3. Practice making arguments to oppose fear speech posts. These should focus on reducing potential violence.
Glossary of Key Terms

- **Crowdsource** - getting a large number of people to help with a task. The people could be paid or unpaid, depending on the job.
- **Extreme users** - users who were in the top 10% of those who posted the most fear speech or hate speech posts. So, we called users who posted the most fear speech posts extreme fear users.
- **Fear speech** - words that try to create fear of a target group based on things like race, religion, ethnicity, sexual orientation, disability, or gender. They use logical language to make their point. They don’t use toxic or derogatory words.
- **Hate speech** - words that show hatred toward an individual or group. It is intended to be humiliating or insulting to the members of the group. It is based on things like race, religion, ethnicity, sexual orientation, or gender. Hate speech can be easy to identify because it often uses toxic language like name calling.
- **Moderate** - controlling the posting of wanted and unwanted posts on social media. This can be done by computer programs or by trained people.
- **Normal users** - people who never post hate speech or fear speech.
- **Social media** - virtual communities and networks where people can interact. People can share, create, or exchange information over social media. Some popular examples include: Twitter/X, Facebook, Instagram, and TikTok.
- **URL** - the address of a webpage.

Check your understanding

1. What is the difference between fear speech and hate speech?
2. What can social media platforms do to prevent harmful content on their sites?
3. When you use social media, you probably hope that lots of people interact with your content (like, share, comment, etc.). For this study, what things did we look at to see how many people might be exposed to fear speech and hate speech?
4. Why is fear speech more common on social media than hate speech?
5. Pretend you have a younger sibling who wants to start using social media. Write them a letter. What can you tell them about how to recognize fear and hate speech? What should they do if they see dangerous content on social media? What other advice do you have for them about using social media safely?
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